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Abstract
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by Edward Goldblum
May 1980

The dramatic and continuing developments in digital electronics have led to ever-cheapercomputer components, but, despite this, most users continue to pay more every yearfor theirdata processing. This apparent paradox results from a combination of historical andtechnological factors that have shaped today☂s computerindustry.
This report exploresin detail the quantitative changesin data processing costs that have takenplace overthe last twenty years. Thesecostsare divided, in the report,into five main categories:processors and memory, auxiliary storage devices, other peripheral equipment, services andfacilities, and salaries and overheads. Each category is examined separately, and a great deal ofsupporting data is presented in the form of graphs andtables.
The report then analyses total system costs in terms of their overall size, growth rates, andcomposition. Several important conclusions regarding the interactions of users, manufacturers,and costs are drawn from this data.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

THE PURPOSEOF THIS REPORT
In many organisations, management holds two views of expenditure on computer-basedsystems, whichatfirst sight appear to be contradictory. These viewsare that:
1. Technological advance is constantly making computers cheaper.
2. Expenditure on computing is relentlessly increasing.
The computing industry (and more recently the telecommunications and the office equipmentindustries) are experiencing intense pressures in both technology development and productpricing. These pressures have already caused someestablished companies to move outof a par-ticular sector of the industry and, in some extreme cases, out of business altogether. Othershave been obliged to seek transfusions of external capital.
Nevertheless,it is rare to encounter an organisation that claims to have held constant (let aloneto have reduced) its overall expenditure on systems. Even organisations that have contained orhave reducedtheir data processing staff numbers do not makethat claim.
A complete examination of the patterns of investment in information systems needsto cover anumberof separate, but inter-related issues. The particularly important ones seem to be:

♥ The cost trends of equipment, services and staff.
♥ The patterns of expenditure on equipment, services ard staff.
♥ Thetrendsin benefits derived from the use of computer-based systems.

♥ Attitudes and approaches to making investment decisions, particularly in application
areas where tangible cost displacementis not a sufficient justification.

This report concentrates on thefirst two of these issues, and it describes and analyses the
trends in these areas. It concentrates on data processing,andit reports costs and expenditurein
other areas (such as telecommunications)only where these costs impact upon data processing.
Theanalysis looks back as far as twenty years to help identify genuine trends,as distinct from
short-term fads and responses to transient market forces.

Everyoneis aware that computing costs are changing, butthis report aims to explain the way in
which those costs are changing, by what proportions, and with what consequencesfor the
computeruser.

THE COMPONENTS OF COST
Total DP costs can be broken downforanalysis in many different ways. Each such breakdownreflects a slightly different view of data processing (for example, functional, administrative,

  



financial, etc.), and eachis also fairly arbitrary. We have chosen to analyse costs as nearly as
possible on a ☜☁like-with-like☂☝☂ basis, and this choice has led us to the following breakdown of
system cost components, which weusein this report:

1. Processors and central memory ot ; ee
These comprise arithmetic/logic units and their directly-addressable main memories in
which programs and data normally reside during program execution. This category includes
both mainframe computers and minicomputers.

2. Auxiliary storage devices j :
These comprise magnetic data storage media ofall kinds, such as tapes, discs, drums, and
variants of these.

3. Other peripherals and hardware ; ;
These comprise a wide variety of computer peripherals, notably printers, unit-record (card)
equipment, terminals, visual display units, data entry equipment and communications
devices.

4. Services andfacilities ;
These comprise accommodation, maintenance, data communications services, supplies,
purchased software, and bureauservices.

5. Personnel
These comprise analysts and programmers, computer operators, and data entrystaff.

In addition, the report includes a separate section on total system costs, their patterns of
change,andtheir implications for data processing in large organisations.

THE SCARCITY OF GOOD INFORMATION
Anyonewhosets out to survey historical trends in the computer industry immediately discovers
that there is no single amalgamated, normalised body of accurate statistical data on the industry
or its componentparts. This deficiency is rather ironic, bearing in mind that the computeritself
is widely used as a repository of precise and timely statistics on many subjects.

Reliable statistics on the computerindustry are difficult to obtain for at least the following three
reasons:
1. There is no generally-agreed set of definitions of even the most basic terms in computing.
Thus, ☁☁minicomputers☝ may edge further and furtherinto the ☁mainframe☂ or general-purpose
category at one end of the spectrum, whereas, at the other extreme, a microcomputer
(depending uponits use) may not be counted as a computeratall. Each manufacturer tends to
use his owndefinitions and terms, and he does not make his choice with a view to makinglife
easier for those who compile statistics.
2. Most manufacturers (and manyusers) are highly secretive abouttheir activities and do not
publish detailed statistics about their own operations. With some manufacturers, this secrecy
stems from an understandable commercial reticence, but with othersit is perhaps more moti-
vated by a defensive wish to conceal their failures from public view. What this always means,
however,is that any data required must be painstakingly extracted from advertisements, public
announcements,private and confidential sources and rumours. Becauseall of these sources are
notoriously unreliable, they can easily produce misleading conclusions. Onereflection of this
problem is that a thriving sub-industry has grown up aroundthesingle task of monitoring the
activities of IBM.



3. Those organisations that do attempt to trace movements in the marketplace are severelyhandicappedby the industry's very rapid growth rate. Unlike many otherindustries, the growthof the computerindustry cannot be accurately estimated merely by adding a fixed percentageincrease to the previousyear☂s results. The influx of new competitors into the market each year,and the departure of older ones, mean that traditional sources of data may quickly becomeinaccurate. New productlines are constantly being announced, and manyoftheselines have avery brief run in the market. All these factors introduce potential errors for those who seek tomeasure the underlying trends.

GUIDELINES FOR DATA COLLECTION
Because of these difficulties, we adopted the following approach in collecting the data whichforms the basis of this report.
1. Using as few different sources as possible

There are several commercial sources of regular and reasonably consistent data on thecomputerindustry and marketplace, but we have used as few of these separate sources aspossible. Independent sources rarely agree with one another to an accuracyof better thanabout 20%, andsoit is not sensible to expect ☜raw☂☂ data to be more accurate thanthis.However,this report is more concerned with trends than with year-on-year absolute values,and consequently it is consistency of data that is needed most. By limiting the sources, webelieve that the incidence of inconsistent errors has been minimised.

Weusedthefollowing principal sourcesofstatistical data for this report:
♥ International Data Corporation (IDC) of Waltham, Massachusetts, USA, whose EDPIndustry Report is based on a very comprehensiveset of well-maintained data on more

than 45,000 computers in the USA.

♥ Auerbach,Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa., USA, who publish extensive surveys of productsinthe DP industry.
♥ Datapro Research Corporation, of Delran, New Jersey, USA, who publish reportssimilar to those of Auerbach.
By far the most useful source of analysed data that we used was Montgomery Phister☂s
monumental work, Data Processing Technology and Economicsandits later supplement.This book draws mainly upon the same sources as those named above, butit includesoriginal research material and analysis, as well as comments andinterpretations of the raw
data that show considerable insight. This work is recommended to anyone whois interested
in gaining a comprehensive, quantitative view of data processing andits historical develop-
ment.
Using American market data unlessit is inappropriate
The US computer market remains the largest in the world by far, accounting asit doesfor
about 60% of the entire world computer market by value. The US computer industry
supplies (eitherdirectly or indirectly) at least 90% of the world☂s computer systems. The US
domestic market is also the most extensively monitored and thoroughly documented com-
puter market.

This is not to suggest that non-American computer users will have had the same
experiences as their US counterparts. American patterns of computer usageare certainly
different from those of (say) Italy or Australia. But non-US users probably differ from one
another as muchastheydiffer from Americans. No ☜☁non-US computeruserprofile☂ has yet

 



emerged. Furthermore, many Europeanusers, as a result of having read so muchliterature
about American users, have already established a view of where they standin relation to
users in the US.
Americanstatistics have been used throughoutthis report partly for the reasons discussed
above,partly because there is so much data available on the US market, and partly because
it is not easy(if in fact it is possible) to find comparable data on other markets. Unfortu-
nately, no statistics on installations that use European computers were available from the
US sources. Because of this dominance of Americanstatistics, and because of the absence
of statistics relating to European computer manufacturers, somereaders will undoubtedly
wish to make allowances and compensations whenrelating the statistics in this report to
their own installations.
Using US dollar prices and costs throughout
The reasons that convinced us to use the American currency unit throughout a report
written largely for European readers are the following:

♥ As already mentioned, over 90% of all computer equipment is produced by US-based
companies. About 55% of all computer hardwarephysically originates in the US. The
dollar is therefore the ☜☁natural☂☂ accounting unit for comparing computer expenditure.

♥ Historically, the US price index (currency deflator) has been more stable than those of
many European countries. Therefore, the increases in money amounts duesolely to
inflation are less intrusive when the American currencyis used.

♥ Converting data from one currency to anotherrealistically, over a period of twenty
years, is extremely difficult. The time-varying inter-currency fluctuations since 1971
have beensolarge anderratic as to distort completely the value of items expressed in
any currency other than the originating one.

♥ Shipping costs, local taxation, and differential pricing policies of multinational com-
paniesall tend to distort the prices of items that originated at a single price in the US.

With two exceptions, we have therefore adopted historical US dollar amounts(that is, the
original amounts,not corrected forinflation) as the basic monetary measuresforthis report.The two exceptions are salaries and data communications costs, for which we use Britishcosts expressedin sterling.
It may seem unwise to ignore the effects of inflation in this way, given that inflationdominates financial analysis at present. It must be remembered, however, that inflationdoes notaffect everyone equally, and there is no way of knowing exactly how a particularcompanyaccountsforthe effects of inflation. The consumerprice index, the growth of the
moneysupply, the bank rate, the cost of corporate borrowing, and otherindices all have
their particular applications and their staunch advocates.
In providing the original US dollar amounts, uncorrected for inflation, we expect that
readers will make whatever year-by-year adjustments to these values they deem appropriateto their circumstances.



CHAPTER 2

PROCESSORS AND MEMORY

Irrespective of price movements, processors have always been the centre of computer systemsand the focus of most evaluations and comparisons. This emphasis is not wholly appropriate,because most users today run applications programs that are primarily constrained by otherfactors than processor performancealone. Nevertheless, computer manufacuturers continue tobase their systems around particular processor architectures, and some potential buyersstillprepare to shop for new systems by arming themselves with the latest processor performancefigures.
Such an approach may not be especially fruitful, but at least it has the advantage of beingquantitative, andit allows a certain amount of measuring and comparingofalternatives to takeplace.

THE FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE PROCESSOR COSTS
Three main factors influence the cost of computerprocessors:
1. The current state of technology, whichin effect defines what can be produced for a givencost.
2. The requirements and attitudes of users, which define the pattern of demandfor proces-sors.
3. The number,size and strategies of the competitors in the market, which define the productsthat are on offer and the prices that are asked for them.
The secondandthird factorsin this list may be considered as ☜demand☝ and ☜supply☝ in theclassical economic sense. Thefirst factor, the state of technology, determines to a large extentthe rate of changein the products that are bought and sold in the marketplace.
In most industries, technological changeis a fairly slow and evolutionary factor that graduallyshapes and improvesthe end product. In the computer industry, however, technologyis usuallyviewedas being part of the productitself, and part of whatis being sought andpaid for. Thismeansthat technology is a powerful catalyst for change, and soit has a destabilising influenceon the computerindustry.
The cost of manufacturing a computer processoris closely related to the cost ofits basicelectronic components. Figure 1 shows how those costs have declined since 1955. The costsshown are those of a basic digital logic element (theflip-flop circuit), made by using threedifferent manufacturing technologies. It is significant that each technology, although underpressure from a newer competitor, still managed to reduce its unit costs significantly over aperiod of a few years. It is also significant that the cost of each technology declined at a fasterexponential rate than its predecessors: valves by 6% per annum,transistors by 9% per annum,and integrated circuits by 30% per annum.
Thelast curve on figure 1 showsthe unit price (not the cost) of the Intel 8080 microprocessor

 



chip. It was introduced in 1974, and from then until 1979 it declined in price by 60% per annum,
or by almost a hundredfold over the five years. This device was exceptionally popular, and it
belonged to the fastest-moving class of technological products of itstime. Consequently, it is
not truly representative of cost trends generally. Nevertheless, its price pattern is a typical, if
somewhat accelerated, one.

The three manufacturing technologies correspond broadly to the so-called generations of
computer processors that the market has witnessed. The first generation was based on
vacuum-tube valve technology, the second on discrete transistors, and the third and sub-
sequent generations (the exact numberis a matter of opinion and dispute) on increasingly high-
level integrated circuits.

 

Figure 1 Trend in the cost of electronics
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Each curve showsthehistorical cost trend of producinga flip-flop digital circuit using one ofthree technologies. Integrated circuits have produced by far the greatest cost reductions, andso they ushered in the era of cheap computer processors. The rightmost curve showsthe priceof the Intel 8080 microprocessor chip from the time it was introduced in 1974.
(Source: Phister)
 

 



However, well-established technologies do not disappear without a fight. No matter howpersuasive are the economics of a new technology, history suggeststhatit will not automatic-ally displace an existing technology. The computer marketplace has witnessed the continuedcommercial success of many anachronistic devices.

TRENDS IN PROCESSOR SPEEDS AND PRICES
Figure 2 gives a chronology of the trend in the cost of mainframe processor operations. The

 

Figure 2 Trend in the cost of processor Operations
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scale is logarithmic andit displays a rather crude measure of computer power, namely the cost
per thousand processor operations. This value is calculated from the purchase price of the
processor and from a weighted measure (known as the Knight Commercial Index) that
combines CPU execution speed, word size, and input/output speed. This value does not neces-
sarily reflect the true cost of actually using the processor on genuine applications, but it isa
consistent and composite measure which does not merely parrot the manufacturer☂s published☜execution speed☂☂.
The computers included in this figure represent a spectrum of popular models spanning theyearssince thefirst commercial computers becameavailable. A different selection of computerswouldyield slightly different results, butit is still clear that processor operations have declined incost by three to four orders of magnitude in twenty-five years.
What this means in year-on-year prices depends on what starting point is taken. If a linearregression is performed on these data points, the resulting straight line (shownin the figure)indicates an exponential decline in cost per 1,000 CPU operations, whichis equivalent to about25% per annum over the wholeperiod 1951-1979. Thestatistical correlation ofthis line with thepoints on the graphis very high. This decline in cost has been soconsistent over the years thatweconsider that users would bejustified in making plans based on the assumption that thistrend will continue in future.
However,the dispersal of individual points on this graphalso merits study. The overall trend isobvious, but it is not true that each new computer represented a clear price/performanceimprovementoverits predecessors. Some processors, such as the IBM 370/115, were notablypoorer performers than those that had been introduced muchearlier. Conversely, the CDC6600, introduced in 1964 and very much a second-generation computer, set a standard inprice/performance that was not surpassed until 1978. Newness alone, therefore, is no guaran-tee of the cost-effectiveness of a processor.
Another wayof analysing processor performanceis byrelatingit to price, using a constant timefactor. About 1968, K. Knight (who devised the Knight Commercial Index mentioned above)theorised that processor speed and price wererelated to each other logarithmically. By carefullymeasuring the properties of computers available at that time, he found that, for a givengeneration of computers, the increase in the speed of processors was roughly proportional tothe squareof the increase in cost. This result confirmed an earlier hypothesis of H. R. Groschand became widely known as Grosch☂s Law.
It has recently becomefashionable to argue that Grosch☂s Law (which wasnevera law,butrather an empirical average) no longer applies. The truth of this argument depends upon whatmeasure of processor performance is used. If raw Processor speed is chosen, then themeasured relationship remainsfairly close to that of Grosch☂s Law.But if a general benchmarkprogram is used to measure processor speed, the performanceincrease per unit of price oftenfalls off sharply from the square-law prediction. The relationship also tends to break down whenminicomputers and mainframes are compared with each other.
Figure 3 showsvalues of performance and the CPUprice for several important computers. Thevarious generations of IBM processors are identified by the light symbols, and the non-IBMprocessors (not broken down by generation) are identified by the dark circles. In general, thefurther to the right and the lower down a point lies, the betteris its price-performance.

the 360 and the 370 respectively are very close to each other and they are almost exactlyparallel. Although the 370 was introduced more than six years after the 360, its price/perfor-mance characteristics were only marginally better.



 

Figure 3 CPU price and performance for some popular computers and ranges
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computerindicated onthe graph. Least-squares regressionlines have been fitted to the pre-360,360, 370, 303X, and 43XX ranges of IBM computers. Generally speaking, the further down andto the right a point lies, the better value it is. It is interesting that the 370line is virtually acontinuation of the 360 line, thus showinglittle improvement in price-performance overitsearlier relations. The minicomputers (near the bottom of the graph) are not very powerful butare extremely cheap.

(Sources: Auerbach and Phister)
 

Figure 3 also reveals that each successive generation of computers showed a smaller averageprice/performance improvementoverits predecessor. Some exceptionsto this observationliein the performance of the minicomputers, which, although not very powerful, seem to providevery good value for money. The IBM 43XX series has also started a completely new trendtowards moderately powerful processors at very low cost, a combination that was not pre-viously available to the user.
A measure of howfar this upward trendin price/performancehasprogressedin fifteen yearsisshownin figure 4. In this chart, the standard membersof the IBM 360 family have beenscaled inoperations per secondperdollar against a norm of 1.0 representing the 360/50. The systemsarepresented in ranked order according to this parameter (ops/sec/$). It is interesting to note thatthe ☜benchmark☝ machine, the 360/50, ranks only twenty-first in this sequence. The figure alsoshowsthat the most popular computers have not necessarily been the best performers in termsof the cost of their processors.
It is somewhatsurprising that the improvementin price/performance ofthe 360 family was verymodest indeed until the high-end 370/1X8 processors were announced ratherlate in thelife ofthe series. The 303X processors were much betterin this respect, but they were also quiteexpensive as well. As mentioned above, the 43XX series machines are nearly as cost-competitive as the 303X, but they are very much cheaper. This does not necessarily mean,however, that future IBM productreleasesin this series will continue this trend.

THE MARKET FOR MAINFRAME COMPUTERS
The market for mainframe or general-purpose computers has been very thoroughly exploitedand cultivated by a number of manufacturers since the early 1960s. Figure 5 shows achronological summary of this market.
Twoof the lines show the actual number of mainframe systems in use worldwide and thenumber of new mainframe systems shipped in each year. It is immediately obviousthat thetotalmainframe system market has levelled out at about 113,000 systems, and may actually bedeclining in absolute numbers. The annual shipments of new computers have fluctuated, butare down very considerably from their 1973 maximum of 21,900.
The other twolines in figure 5 show the average value of mainframe systemsin use worldwide,and the average value of new mainframe systems shipped each year. These values show clearlythe effect of the market saturation in mainframe systems. With static or declining sales volume,manufacturers mustsell larger (or at any rate more expensive) systems in order to maintainconstant cash revenues.It would appear that they have succeeded in doing this so far ♥ theaverage value of a new mainframe system doubled from $669,000 to $1,349,000 just in theperiod from 1974 to 1978.
One ofthe surprises caused by the 43XXseries was that these computers,if they weresold only
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Figure 4 Ranking of IBM 360 family computers by price-performance
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performance(from top to bottom).
(Sources: Phister and Auerbach)
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in traditional mainframe quantities, were not sufficiently expensive to generate IBM's traditional
mainframe revenues. Consequently, IBM would either haveto sell many more computers(into a
market that is both saturated and contracting), or look elsewhere for additional sources of
revenue.

The manufacturers☂ traditional response to this problem in the 1960s was to re-open the
 

Figure 5 Numberand value of mainframe computers worldwide
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The total number of mainframe computers in use grew at a remarkably steady rate between1959 and 1975, but since then the number has remained static or has even declined slightly. Theshipments of new mainframes naturally reflects the introduction of new models and lines bymanufacturers. The value of mainframes shipped has apparently been independentof the num-bers shipped. It has varied enormously and in increasingly wide cycles. The average value of
installed mainframes has increased very sharply since 1974, andit is off the top of the scale ofthis figure.
(Source: IDC)
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saturated market by introducing a new,superior line of processors that was based on a new but
incompatible architecture. Users then had to replace, rather than upgrade, their systems in
orderto utilise these new processors. In 1980, however, there appears to be widespread and
vehement user resistance to such a step, and we doubt whether the market would accept
another round ofthis process. Because of contracting sales volumes,the alternative appears to
be a severe shakedown of the mainframeindustry.
A profile of the mainframe industry as at 1977 is shownin figure 6. A pair of bars shows each
manufacturer☂s percentage of the worldwide mainframe computer market, by value and by
numberof installations respectively. The conclusion is obvious and immediate: this industry

 

Figure 6 Distribution of the mainframe computer market by manufacturer, 1977

70.6%
7.5%

% by value

% by number   

5.4% 5.7%

 
IBM UNIVAC Honeywell Burroughs CDC NCR Allothers

The height of each bar represents the percentage of the total worldwide mainframe computer
market held by each manufacturer in 1977. The two bars in each position represent percentage
by value and percentage by numberrespectively. The domination of the mainframe market by
IBM is extremely evident.
(Source: Phister)
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continues to be overwhelmingly dominated by IBM. An analysis of this industry breakdown
over time (not shownin the figure) reveals that IBM☂s market share is in fact declining very
slowly, as are the shares of mostof its main competitors. The differenceis being made up by a
slow increase in the share of ☁all other☂☂, including all the plug-compatible manufacturers, as
well as the Japanese companies, ICL, Siemens,etc.

If at first glance it appears unreasonable to bracket many familiar namesin this category,it is
important to remember that together they accounted for only 2.6% of the world total
mainframe computer market by value in 1977, as compared with IBM's 70.6%.
No manufacturer has posed even a remotely serious challenge to IBM in this market since the
mid-1960s. It is true that several computers have been introduced which offered much better
cost-performancethan IBM☂slines (such as the Univac 1108, the CDC 6600, and the Burroughs
B6700), but the manufacturers concerned could not maintain the pressure with successful
follow-on products, and their attacks petered out.

THE MARKET FOR MINICOMPUTERS
The minicomputer market presents a stark contrast with the mainframe market.It is growing,
changing and remaining open to new competition.
Figure 7 shows the growth in numbers and value of minicomputers since their earliest days
(1965). The total market in number of systems has grown from nothing to overhalf a million
systems in only thirteen years. Recently (from 1974 to 1978) the market has grown at a
compoundrate of nearly 40% per annum in numbers, and 50% per annum in total value.
This is explosive growth by any standard, and there canbelittle doubt that someof this growth
has been at the expense of the mainframe market. Users have evidently found that many new
applications can be developed on minis more productively than they can be loaded ontotheir
existing mainframes.
At present, there is no slowdownin sight for the growth of the mini market. The very recent
popularity of the so-called small-business computer, which frequently contains a standard mini-
computeras its processor, has spurred the growth of the mini market even faster. The figures
for minicomputers given in this section also include small business systems.
Thedistribution of this market amongst the competing mini manufacturers presents a verydif-ferent pattern from that of the mainframe market. Figure 8 shows graphically the worldwidedistribution by value and by numberof systemsin 1977.It is clear that, although Digital Equip-ment (DEC)is the market leader, it does not by any means dominate the mini marketin the waythat IBM dominates the mainframe market. Both Data General and Hewlett-Packard are in hotpursuit of DEC in an intensely competitive industry. Anothersignificant feature of this market isthat the ☁☁all other☂ category contains over one-quarter of the total market, anditis in fact thefastest-growing market segment of those showninthefigure.

MEMORY COST TRENDS
Computer memorieshave, in their history, undergone only one important conversion, but thatconversion ♥ from magnetic coresto integratedcircuits in the early 1970s ♥ was complete andfar-reaching.
Figure 9 reveals clearly the trends leading up to this conversion, and indicates the crossover
point. Thevertical axis (log scale) showsthe total manufacturing and testing costs of computer
memoryin dollars per thousand bits ($/kb). The three integrated circuit curves correspond to
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1K, 4K, and 16K RAM chips.(A description of integrated circuit RAM technologyis contained
in Report No. 15, ☁Management Services and the Microprocessor☝☂.) By 1973, it was cheaperto
make computer memoryentirely from integrated circuit chips, and the manufacturers have
never looked back on coressince then.

 

Figure 7 Numberand value of minicomputers worldwide
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The installed base of minicomputers has increased exponentially in size since the mid-1960s.
Moreover, the number of new shipments has increased every year, which means that the
growth ofthe baseis still accelerating. Prices of systems have generally declined until recently,
when manufacturers sensed that the market wasless price-sensitive than it previously was, and
users began to configure mainframe systems from mini components. These figures include
small business computers (SBCs).
(Source: IDC)
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Figure 8 Distribution of minicomputer market by manufacturer, 1977

% by value

% by number

 

7.1% 37.3%

46% 45% 48% 48% 43% 3.2%

 

DEC DataGeneral Hewlett-Packard General TexasInst Varian Allothers
Automation

Bars show thedistribution of the worldwide minicomputer and small business computer market
in 1977 by number and by value, as in Figure 6. There is no IBM in the small computer market.
Although DECis the largest supplier, there are several vigorous competitors, and the marketis
growing so rapidly that new makesare constantly appearing.
(Source: Phister)
 

Historically, it is enlightening to examine the trend of magnetic core memories before the adventof the integratedcircuit. From a cost of nearly $1,000/kbin 1955, the magnetic cores cost only
$4/kb by 1972. This reduction in cost reflected an enormous effort on the part of themanufacturers to lower unit costs through improving core-stringing techniques, through
mechanising assembly procedures, and even through farming out the most labour-intensiveprocessesto Asian factories.
The result provides an excellent case history in the maturing of a technology in response to anincreasing market demandforits product. Although integrated circuit memories proved to beinherently cheaper to make, the magnetic core, through sheer competitiveness, managed tostave off the inevitable integrated circuit victory until 1972.
The steady fall in the price of memory has had a disproportionate effect on computer systems,both in hardwareandin the design of software and operating systems.Figure 10 indicates whythis is true. The entries are in chronological order, and they show the price of memory ineighteen representative computers from the second generation onwards (the IBM 650 isincluded merely for reference).
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Figure 9 Cost of manufacturing computer memories
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The curves show the total costs of manufacturing and testing computer memories, made with
four different technologies, expressed in $/k bits. Whatever the inherent cost advantages of
each technology, it takes several years for the unit cost to decline sufficiently to displace its
predecessor. The decline in cost of core memory, priorto its being permanently displaced by
integrated circuit memory, was spectacular. The trend of past curves suggests that the biggest
improvementsin integrated circuit memory are yet to come, provided that manufacturing prob-
lems can be smoothed out.
(Source: Phister)
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Figure 10 Trends in memorycapacity and price
 

 

Memory
Computer Date Minimum Maximum Price of Incremental purchased

introduced size of size of nominal memory for a given
memory memory memory cost amount(KB) (KB) ($k) ($/B) (KB/$)

IBM 650 1954 10 20 35.0 350 0.28
IBM 1401 1960 1.4 16 VES 5.58 0.18
CDC 6600 1964 320 1280 1660.0 2153 0.39
BUR 5500 1964 82 256 180.6 1.84 0.53
UNI 1108 1965 384 1536 421.0 1.07 0.91
IBM 360/30 1965 8 64 20.7 252 0.39
IBM 360/50 1965 64 52 89.2 1.36 0.72
IBM 360/65 1965 128 1024 200.0 E52 0.64
IBM 370/165 1971 512 3072 269.0 0.51 1.92
☜IBM 370/135 1972 96 512 88.1 0.90 1.09
☜IBM S3/15 1974 48 256 1285 0.25 och
☜IBM 370/158 1975 512 6144 126.5 0.24 4.07
"IBM 370/138 1976 512 1024 5510 0.105 9130
*IBM 3031 1978 2048 6144 150.0 0.072 13.56
☜IBM 3032 1978 2048 6144 172.0 0.082 11.91
☜IBM 3033 1978 4096 16384 305.0 0.073 13.38
☜IBM 4331 1979 52 1024 US 0.0143 68.29
☜IBM 4341 1979 2048 4096 30.0 0.0143 68.29

Computers marked with an asterisk have integrated circuit memories. All other computers havemagnetic core memories, except the IBM 650, which has a magnetic drum memory.
 

Moststriking are the last two columns, which show the incremental price of a single byte for
each computer ($/B), and the amount of incremental memory that could be purchased for$1,000 (kB/$k). This data shows a compound reductionin price of 27% per annum from the1401 to the 4341, a truly amazing decrease over such a long period. One effect on mainframecomputer design has been to increase dramatically both the minimum and the maximumamount of main memoryavailable, while at the same time reducing memory☂s share of theoverall system price.
However, a great deal of software had been written overthe years for the purposeofalleviatingthe shortage of the expensive memory in which programs had to reside. These ranged fromsimple overlays through swapping and paging to complete virtual-memory systems. Althoughmemory is now cheap and plentiful ($15,000/megabyte in the IBM 4341), the legacy of
cramped, expensive memory survives today in the form of inappropriate software. Ourconclusion is that such software ♥ which is running today on many,if not most, mainframecomputers ♥ is oriented towardssolving the wrong problem. As a result, users are paying toremove a bottleneck that need no longer exist, and to do so they must support large andcomplex operating systems that mayactually reduce the effectiveness of their computers.
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One of the attractions of the minicomputer has been the relative absence of such operating
systems. Originally, this software was not necessary, because the minicomputer did not
attempt to perform more than one simple task at a time. Ironically, however, some mini-
computers have recently grown muchlarger than their ancestors (thanks in part to cheap
integrated circuit memory), andlatterly they have been endowedwith larger and more complex
operating systems to enable a single machine to perform more work. Whether such develop-
ments will repel users, who haveseenit all happen before on their mainframes, remains to be
seen.
It is not only the price of memorythat has improved over time, but its speed as well. Because
memories are electronically driven, memary cycle time must depend partly upon processor
speed, as well as on the inherent speed of the memory deviceitself.
Figure 11 showsthe pattern of memory access speeds and prices for a numberof representative
computers over twenty years. The speed values were obtained by dividing the numberof bits
per memory accessbythe cycle time, the result being expressed in bits per microsecond. The
prices were taken from figure 10.
The downwardtrendin price is very evident, but the trend in speed is much less marked. This
may be becauseitis still relatively expensive to build processors and memories with very wide
data paths. For example, the IBM 370/125 has a faster basic memory cycle time than the IBM
3031 (0.48 usec and 0.69 usec respectively), but the 3031 accesses eight bytes at a time
compared to the 370/125☂s two bytes. The 3031 can therefore fetch nearly three times as many
bits per microsecond as the 370/125.

THE MARKET FOR COMPUTER MEMORY
Because memory has become very much cheaper over the past twenty years, it is to be
expected that the average amount of memory in a computer system will have increased over
that period. Figure 12 shows the movements of three related variables: the average size of
memory in these systems (kB), the average price per kilobyte of memory ($/kB/month), and
the averagecost to the mainframe user of this memory ($/month ♥ the productofthefirst two
variables).
This graph reveals a surprising fact: although the price per byte of memory in mainframe
systems in the US has decreased on average by about 14% per annum overtwentyyears, the
average size of memory per system has increased by over 18% per annum in the same period.
Therefore, the actual cost to the user has actually increased in money terms during a time of
rapid price reductions.
This increase represents a remarkable achievement by the mainframe computer industry. The
entire US population of mainframe computers has, on average, quadrupled its memory size to
426kB in only six years. What is not knownis whether this growth was due to extraordinary
success on the part of the computer sales force or whether the growing memory requirements
of operating systems and applications absorbed the increase. What can be said from the
statistical evidenceis that users today routinely employ amounts of memory that were unheard
of a decade ago.
EXPENDITURE ON PROCESSORS AND MEMORY

Users☂ actual expenditure on processors and memory overthe past two decades is summarised
in figure 13. The height of each barin the chart is composed of twoparts: the average US main-
frame user☂s expenditure on processor and on memory for each year. Annual expenditure was
estimated by dividing purchase price by 44 to obtain a notional monthly rental, and then
multiplying by 12 to obtain an annualcost.
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Thefluctuations in users☂ expenditure on processors are quite pronounced, varying from a low
of $15.2kin 1966 to $54.6k in 1978 on a steeply-rising trend. The 1978 figure was doublethatfor
1975.
Expenditure on memory has been notably consistent, despite huge changesin the price per
byte. Indeed, the expendituresin 1977 and 1971 wereidentical, although massive amountsof
new memory wereinstalled over that period.

 
Figure 11 Trends in memory cost and performance
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Each point pn the graph shows the speed and the price of the memory associated with a
particular computer. The speed is a composite figure of bits per microsecond, derived by divid-
ing the numberof bits per memory access by the cycle time. Price is expressed in $/byte. The
regressionline fitted to these points showsthecloserelationship between these variables over
the period 1955 to 1979 represented by these computers. Both scales are logarithmic.

(Source: Phister)
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 Figure 12 Size and price of average user memoryconfiguration
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The curves show how the average price of memory per month has declined, but has been more
than offset by the increase in the average amount of memory per mainframe computer system.
The top curve, the productof the other two curves, shows that the net total user expenditure
on memoryhasin fact increased in absolute terms, despite the dramatic fall in unit price. These
figures are for mainframe computerinstallations in the US.

(Source: Phister)
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 Figure 13 Average user expenditure on processors and memory
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The figure shows what mainframe users in the US actually spent, on average, on processors
and memoryin the years given. The height of the lower part of each bar indicates expenditure
on processor, while the remainder above it indicates expenditure on memory. The height of
eachfull bar therefore represents the total of processor and memory. Expenditure on processors
has gone throughseveral major cycles since 1959, andit is still on a very strong upward surge in
1978. Spending on memory hasfluctuated less, but it is still higher now than ever before,
despite dramatic reductions in the cost of computer memory.
(Source: Phister)



Total expenditure on processor and memory (excluding the two most recent years 1977 and
1978) has varied by less than a factor of two overthe entire period. This is remarkable in view of
the changes to the computing industry that occurred during this time, and in view also of the
massive growth in the number and variety of systems installed. Nevertheless, the figure of
$66.8k per annum for 1976is nearly equalto the $65k per annum of 1962. The very recent leap
upward in average system price appears to be a separate phenomenon, whichprobably reflects
the needs of manufacturers, rather than the needsof users.
Figures 14 and 15 present the worldwidedistribution of all new computer systems by purchase
price, for the year 1977. The range of purchase prices for each of the price intervals of the
figures is also shown. Mainframe computers and minicomputers are displayed on separate
charts. Percentages of systems both by numberand by value are shown.
The minicomputersales by numberfall mainly between $7.8k and $62.5k, althoughbyvalue the

 
Figure 14 Distribution of mainframe systems by purchaseprice, 1977
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Each pair of bars on the chart shows the percentage of the worldwide mainframe computer
population that falls within the price category indicated. The left bar in each pair is the
percentage by total number; the right bar is the percentage by total value. The market is
dominated by purchases of cheaper computers, but machines costing over $2m nevertheless
account for nearly half the total by value.

(Source: IDC)
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larger systems predominate. With mainframe computers, this tendency is much more
pronounced. Although 52% of mainframe systems by numbercost less than $125k each, 44%
by value are accountedfor by systemscosting over $2M each. Clearly, the market for very large
systemsstill ranks very high in importance amongst the mainframe manufacturers, even though
the sales of such machines are few in number(less than 7% ofall mainframesales).

 

Figure 15 Distribution of minicomputers and small business computers by purchase
price, 1977
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Asin figure 14, the bars represent the percentage of the worldwide market for minicomputers
and small business computers, by number and by value, in the price categories shown. The
distribution is not so extreme as that for mainframe computers, but there is still a marked
imbalance between numberand value. This market was thoughtuntil recently to be very price-
sensitive, and competition on price has been very keen.

(Source: Phister)
 

Finally, figure 16 showsthetrendin the averageservicelife of all mainframe systems shipped in
the USto date,and also that of systemsbeingretired in each year. In the long term, these two
lines could be expected to converge.

Also shown is a more volatile measure, each year☂s system retirements expressed as a
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Figure 16 Mainframe system life and system retirements
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The curves show a trend towardslater and later retirement of mainframe computer systemsin
the US. If users are keeping their machines longer, and if the market for mainframe systems is
not growing, then the prospect for mainframe computer manufacturers seems bleak. The third
curve showstheretirements of mainframe systems expressed as a percentageof the shipments
of new systemsin the same year. This very volatile measure captures the impact of the intro-
duction of new computerlines. Users tradedin their old systems by the thousands when the 360
and 370 series were introduced. The market now seemspast due for another such cycle, if the
past trend is to be repeated.
(Source: IDC)
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percentage of the same year☂s new shipments. This in effect measures how rapidly users are
abandoning their old systems for new ones. This curve naturally shows pronounced peaks at
those times whenusers wererapidly trading up for new systems, namely at the beginning of the
second generation (1961), after the launch of the 360 series (1964), and after the launch of the
370 (1970). Since 1972, this trend has moved steeply and steadily downwards.Thisindicates
that users were keeping their current systems, andit confirms our earliest analysis of the state
of the mainframe market today.

SUMMARY
This chapter contains a considerable amount of quantitative data concerning long-term trends
in the developmentof, and the markets for, computer processors and memory. In summary, we
draw the following inferences from this data:
1. The cost of manufacturing processors has declined sharply over twenty years, mainly
because of the advent of semiconductors and integrated circuits, rather than because of
improvements in processor design. Today☂s computers do notdiffer in any fundamental way
from 1960☂s computers. The cost of processors has not declined to the same extent as has the
cost of electronic components.

2. The absolute size of the mainframe computer market in number of systemsis static or is
even contracting. It has becomeessentially a replacement market, in which users are keeping
their old systems for longer than ever before. Mainframe manufacturers will be increasingly
desperate to protect their revenues, yet they have been unable to expandtheir sales in a
saturated market. This should have very serious consequences for some of the more marginal
mainframe manufacturers.
3. Users☂ expenditure on mainframe processors has fluctuated considerably, andit bearslittle
obviousrelation to actual manufacturing costs. Historically, the trend of expenditure has drifted
downward until the introduction of a new productline resulted in a major re-equipping and so
arrested the downward trend. Currently, the trend of users☂ expenditure on mainframe
processors is very strongly upwards: the average expenditure in 1978 was,forthe first time,
higher than it was onfirst-generation computers in 1959.
4. The price/performance of processors has improved over time, although not quite to the
extent predicted by Grosch☂s Law. Someindividual models represented exceptionally good
value for their time, but these were not necessarily the most successful processors in the
market. IBM☂s dominance was even more apparent, because the early 360 and 370 processors
werenotvery cost-effective performers,in relation either to competitors☂ computers or to each
other, and yet they sold well. The 43XX series could start a new trend in cost/performance, but
whetherthis will happen probably depends moreonthe decisions IBM takes than on events in
the marketplace.

5. The minicomputer market has taken off at a terrific rate, and no slowdownis yet in
evidence. There are many manufacturers☂ products in this market, and the competition is
intense. Until recently, users were thought to be highly price-sensitive, but there is evidence
that they are nowless so, as minis are used for more and more commerical DPtasks. It seems
that some of the mini☂s spectacular growth in sales has been at the expense of the mainframe
market.
6. Despite sustained competition from several other companies, IBM still firmly dominates the
mainframe market, with 70% of the market by value. This dominanceis even more pronounced
if one considers that several of the competitors are producing copies of IBM computers. The
minicomputer market, however, is not so concentrated. The market leader, DEC, has only 37%
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of the total, and this share is declining. Many other companies are active in this expanding
market, and the cost of entryis relatively low. Because minicomputers are used for so many
kinds of application, there is scope for many different manufacturers with different marketing
strategies.
7. Computer memory hasdeclined exponentially in price per byte, thanks to improvementsin
manufacturing magnetic cores and, more recently, to the developmentof integrated circuit
memories. Users have respondedto this decline in price by buying massive additional memory,
at an even faster rate than the price has fallen. Consequently, by 1978, users☂ mainframe
systems had on average overeight times as much memoryas they had in 1968, but the net cost
to them was aboutthe same. It is not possible, however, to deduce from the evidence available
whether users have adapted their systems and programs to make the mosteffective use ofthis
vast capacity.
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CHAPTER3

AUXILIARY STORAGE DEVICES

By auxiliary storage devices we mean mainly magnetic discs and tapes, those stalwarts of the
computerindustry that almost invariably accompany the installation of a new computer. Their
importance has grownconsiderably since the earliest days of computing, when the processor
wasall-important and peripherals were purely a means to an end. Now the emphasis has
changed towardsdata-driven systems, database management is in vogue, and auxiliary storage
devices are muchnearer the centre of activity.

TRENDSIN DISC STORAGE
In discussing magnetic disc units, we confine the subject to moving-head discfiles, because
these are by far the most popular units in use today. Other devices, employing a drum or head-
per-track approach, enjoyed a few years of popularity during the 1960s, but they faded away
rapidly as their costs grew with increased capacity. They are now practically obsolete.

Theearliest disc units were complex and slow, because a single head was employed to service
every location within the multi-surface disc structure. Thefirst practical disc device to reach the
market was the IBM 1301 in 1961. This model provided multiple heads to accommodate multiple
recording surfaces, and soit simplified the access procedure and reduced the average access
time five-fold over the earlier devices. At the same time, the recording density wasincreased,
andthis helpedto offset the cost of the new mechanism.The cost per byte remained about the
same, whilst speed and capacity were improved.

Anadditional innovation followed in 1963 in the form of the IBM 1311. This model featured a
removable disc ☜pack☂☂, which was analogousto a reel of magnetic tapein thatit offered off-line
storage as well as rapid on-line accessibility on the same recording medium.

Subsequent developments in disc products have followed similar lines by providing higher
recording density, smaller physical storage media and marginally faster access mechanisms.
The results can be seen in figure 17, which showsthetrendsin cost per byte, spindle capacity,
and effective data transfer rates for several IBM disc products overthe years.

The only othersignificant development has been the reversion to fixed media (that is, non-
exchangeable disc units). The removable disc packs always incurred a stiff price penalty
compared with the fixed units and, because of head positioning problems, were often less
reliable.

Although the improvements in moving-head disc price-performance have been evolutionary
rather than startling, they have also been both continuous and cumulative. As a result, disc
units have improved overa period of twenty years by two orders of magnitudein price per byte,
and by nearly as muchin both capacity perspindle and data transfer rate. At the same time, the
price per spindle has declined steadily. This decline has given rise to a buyer☂s market, in which
improved performance and lower absolute prices progressed together.
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Figure 17 Trendsin disc price, capacity and speed
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The three sets of points show the trends over twenty years in the price per thousand bytes,
spindle capacity, and effective transfer rate of representative IBM disc units. The regression
lines show the impressive trendsin all three categories. Reliability has also greatly increased
over this period.
(Source: Auerbach)
 

It is noteworthy that IBM has beenthe clear market leader in disc devices since the early 1960s.
Although plug-compatible devices have competed with IBM productson price, no other manu-
facturer has been as innovative or as competitive as IBM in bringing out new disc products and
in pricing them well within reach of the average mainframe user.

In the last few years, there has been considerable activity at the low end of the disc marketas a
result of the proliferation of inexpensive minicomputers. A scramble has developed amongst the
independent disc suppliers to produce and sell an eight-inch multi-megabyte disc unit for just a
few thousanddollars, a product that would have been unimaginable a decade ago.



At the high endof the mainframe disc market, IBM has introduced the 3370, with a capacity of
more than 570 megabytesper spindle and a recording density of 7.5 million bits per square inch.
This contrasts with the old 1301, which had a capacity of 28 MB anda storage density of 25,000
bits/in2. Their respective prices are $62,000 (1979) and $42,000 (1961).

The penetration of disc units into the mainframe computer market has been very impressive.
Figure 18 shows the percentage of mainframe installations in the US that have discs, the
 

Figure 18 Trendin disc population
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The curves show a high penetration of disc units in mainframe installations in the US. The
numberof spindles per system has declined somewhatsince its 1972 maximum, reflecting the
increase in capacity of single spindles and a trend away from exchangeable media. The average
price per spindle has dropped consistently and dramatically, and total user expenditure on discs
has declined with it since 1972.
(Sources: Phister and IDC)
 



average numberof spindles per system, and their average cost per system to mainframeusers.
The average price per spindle (also shown) hasdeclined sufficiently since 1960 (by half) to offset
the increase in the numberof spindles per system. Users therefore paid, on average, only about
24% more for all their discs in 1978 than they paid in 1960, and they received vastly more
storage capacity and performancefor their money.
Costs peaked in 1972-74, when the average numberof spindles per system rose to seven, and
users☂ investment in discs was very high ($200,000 per system). This peak preceded, and may
have helped to bring about, the trend backto fixed-disc units of larger capacity than that of
exchangeable packs.

TRENDS IN MAGNETIC TAPE

Both manufacturers and users recognised very early that magnetic tape was an excellent data
storage medium for digital computers. Consequently, IBM achieved dominancein the tape
market quite early, mainly becauseit sold most of the mainframe computers to which the tape
units were attached.
Therate of progress of magnetic tape technology has neverbeenas rapid as that of discs or
memories. The physical limitations of the medium ♥ a long spool ofplastic or mylar material
half an inch wide ♥ constrained improvementsto a great extent. Nevertheless, the industry (led
by IBM) managedto increase the recording density of this medium progressively from 100 bits
per inch (bpi) through 200, 800, 1600, and 6250 bpi. Recording density across the tape has
remained constant at 9 bits (8 data bits and 1 parity bit) since IBM standardised the industry on
an 8-bit data byte with the System/360 in 1964.

Figure 19 shows how somerepresentative IBM magnetic tape units have changed overtwenty-
five years. There has been a slow, steady trend towards higher reel capacity and data transfer
rate, and also towards lowerprice per 1,000 bytes of storage capacity. Each of these parameters
has improved at a rate of about 10% per annum over this period.

However, little progress has been madesince 1974, and few new products have been intro-
duced. This relative stagnation probably reflects the more dramatic improvements in the price-
performanceandreliability of discs. Discs are now sufficiently cheap and capacious to enable
new systems to be designedutilising on/y disc files, without magnetic tapes for eitherfile
backup or masterfile retention. Consequently, magnetic tapes are gradually entering a state of
relative obscurity.

Figure 20 showsthe pattern of mainframe user expenditure in the US on magnetic tape units
over the period covered bythis study. The tape☂s penetration of the mainframe market has
increased as unit prices have declined. This growth wasprobably obtained at the expense of
card-based data storage in very small mainframe systems. The numberof magnetic tape units
per system having tapes has remained remarkably constant over twenty years, varying between
4.5 and 4.9 tape units per system. In 1978 it stood at 4.6, andit had remained constant for six
years before that.

THE UTILISATION OF DISCS AND TAPES

It is apparent from the data presentedin this section that a markedshift in the use of discs and
tapes has comeaboutin the last ten years. Whereas,prior to 1970, most computer-based data
tended to reside on magnetic tape, those systems that have been designed more recently have
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emphasisedall-disc random-accessfiles to the exclusion of tapes. Magnetic tapes, it seems,have been relegated to the following threeroles:
1. As backupfor disc masterfiles, a role which is becoming decreasingly common.
2. As a medium for very large files, updated infrequently or having a high hit-rate of updatedrecords whenprocessed.

 

Figure 19 Trends in tape price, capacity and speed
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The points show the trends over twenty-four years in price per thousand bytes stored, spindlecapacity, and maximum transfer rate of representative IBM magnetic tape units. The regressionlines show the trend of each of these variables. Although the trends are well marked, they areextremely modest compared with those of disc drives.
(Sources: Phister and Auerbach)
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3. As a vestige of old, tape-based systems, which would be too expensive to convert to disc
during their remaininglife.
Figure 21 provides some supporting evidence for this conclusion. The data displayed showsthe
total on-line and off-line data storage capacity for discs and tapesforall mainframe systemsin
the US over twentyyears. In 1970,forthe first time, the on-line disc capacity surpassed the on-
line magnetic tape capacity, and by 1978it wasnine timeslarger. In fact, over the period 1968 to
1978, on-line disc capacity grew at an average rate of 46% per annum, while on-line tape
capacity grew at a rate of only 10% per annum, whichis less than the rate of growth of the
mainframe computer market.

 Figure 20 Trend of magnetic tape population
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The curves show the increasing percentage of mainframe installations in the US having
magnetic tapes, and the cost of those tapesto the user. The trend of use is high, but both unit
price and total cost to the user have declined since 1970, an unusual combination.

(Sources: Phister and IDC)
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Figure 21 Total storage capacity of discs and tapes
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Curves show the growth in the total on-line and off-line data storage capacity of magnetic tapesand discs attached to mainframe computer systems in the US. The valueforoff-line magnetictape includesthe theoretical capacity ofall reels of tape stored in tape libraries. The capacity ofon-line discs has grown mostrapidly in the ten most recent years, by an average 46% perannum.
(Source: Phister)
 

The total data storage capacityofall disc and tape media(both on-line andoff-line) was about1.55 x 10" bytes in 1978, and was growing at 19% per annum. This stupendouscapacity isdifficult to comprehend. If that amount of data were recorded on magnetic tape at 1600 bpi,



with no gaps orinterruptions, the resulting tape would reach aroundthe earth at the equator
more than 600 times. If even a fraction of this capacity is actually occupied by users☂ data, we
can only wonderwhetherthe benefits that this information confers on users are commensurate
with the quantity.

Finally, figure 22 showsthe characteristics of discs and tapes compared with one another. The
points representthe price per 1000 bytes ($/kB) and the access time (or rewind time) for several
popular IBM discs and tape drives spanning twenty years. The slopes of the tworegressionlines
show clearly the rapid developmentin both price and access time for discs, compared with that
of tapes. By 1970, the absoluteprice per thousand bytesfor disc storage was lower than that of
tapes. There then followedtherapid increase in users☂ investment in discs, which was shownin
figure 18. Since then, random-access storage devices have played a dominantrole in system
design and implementation, and tapes have diminished in importance to the point where they
occupy only a supporting position today.

 Figure 22 Price per byte and accesstime of discs and tapes
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CHAPTER4

OTHER PERIPHERALS

In addition to magnetic tapes and discs, numerousotherperipheral devices are normally foundin close proximity to mainframe computers. A subjective impression is that the variety of suchdevices is decreasing over time compared with, say, the mid-1960s. Users appear to bestandardising on a few accepted types of peripherals.
This chapter examines four important classes of peripherals: line printers, unit-record equip-ment, data entry equipment, and terminals.

LINE PRINTERS
This category includes only those printers that employ some form of print mechanism in eachcharacter position. Character or serial printers, which generally use a single moving printmechanism, are seldom found on mainframe computers, and are not normally used for massOutput of printed data.

The improvementsin line printer technology over twenty years have not been spectacular. Earlyprinters utilised a moving bar or wheel in each print position. These were moved orrotated untilthe desired character wasin position, and werethen driveninto the ribbon and paperby a smallhammer.
The next stage was the uS®Ofa large, rotating drum, embossed with a full characterset in eachprint position. Hammers were located on the opposite side of the paper from the drum, andatthe correct moment the ribbon and the paper were forced against the moving drum. Properhorizontal alignment was never successfully achieved by this method.
More recently, chain printers, train printers and belt printers have largely taken overthisimportant market. These devices employ one or more character sets embossed on a strip orloop, which continuously movesparallel to the line thatis to be printed. Independent hammersare actuated when the desired character is opposite the correct print position.
All these mechanisms are mechanically complex, and it has not been easy for manufacturers toSqueeze extra speed or economyfrom them. Figure 23 shows the comparative performance andprices of a dozen representativeline printers spanning twenty-five years. Thescaleis calibratedin thousands of characters per second of maximum printing speed (kch/sec) against millioncharacters per dollar of monthly rental (Mch/$/month). The average improvementof both ofthese variables from the time of the IBM 1403 (1961) until 1979 was only about 5% per annum,which contrasts strongly with improvements in disc and memory technology. Progress hasbeen steady, but modest by the standards of the computer industry.
However,thereis a clear trend in the actual usage ofline printers in mainframeinstallationsinthe US andin users☂ expenditure on them. Figure 24 charts the average printer price and theaverage numberofline printers per mainframe system having printers. These show a clear trenddownwardsin the price of printers in use until recently, and a steady trend upwards in thenumberof printers per system from 1 to 1.8 in 1978.
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 Figure 23 Representative line printer prices and performance
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The remainingline on figure 24 shows the average annual expenditure by mainframeusersin
the USonline printers and printer controllers. This annual figure was obtained byfirst combin-ing the purchase prices of the average number ofprinters per system and of onecontroller,dividing by 44 to obtain a notional monthly rental, and multiplying the result by 12 to produce anannualrental. This trend showsthat user expenditure onprinters started high, declined to a lowof $13,200 per annum in 1970, and then doubled to $26,000 per annum by 1978, the increasebeing accountedfor both by moreprinters per system (1.8 as against 1.2 in 1970) and by dearerprinters. In terms both of volume andcost, printed output therefore appears to be growinginimportance.

Newer and more exotic printers, such as laser and ink-jet devices, have not yet penetrated themarket to any great extent, and they remain special-purpose peripherals for the present.

 

Figure 24 User expenditure online printers
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The curves track the movementofline printer prices in mainframe computerinstallations in theUS and the average user expenditure on line printers in those installations. Also shownis theaverage numberofline printers perinstallation, the growth of which has largely accounted forthe increased overall expenditure.
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UNIT-RECORD EQUIPMENT
Unit-record equipmentconsists of on-line card-oriented devices, particularly card readers and
punches. The performance of such equipmenthas been less affected by improving technology
than has any otherclass of hardware. The punch mechanism has hardly changed atall in twenty
years, whilst card readers underwent only one major transformation in that period, from wire
brushes to photoelectric hole-sensing equipment.
The industry standardised very early on the IBM/Hollerith 80-column rectangular-hole punched
card. This standard survived all attempts to displace it, including one effort by IBM itself to
introduce a smaller round-hole card. This product coincided with the decline of punched cards
as the standard method of data entry, andit was not adopted outsidea verylimited range of
IBM computers.

The cost-performance characteristics of card equipment showed many inconsistencies and
anomalies compared with those of other devices, and no clear trends were evident. No
important new card reader-puncheshave been introduced since A912.

Many users whocanrecall the mainframe computer systems of the 1960s, with their all-card
input and output, may regard the whole experience as a bad dream, and prefer to forget it.
However, much card equipmentstill survives today, particularly in small mainframe instal-
lations. Less andless use is made of these devices, but it appears that they continue to occupy a
small but important strategic niche.
Figure 25 showsthe pattern of declining importance for unit-record equipment. The average
numberof devices per mainframe system has never fluctuated very much, and hasbeenstable
at 0.8 for some time. The average unit price has also declined and stabilised, a fact which
probably reflects manufacturers☂ standardising on just a few well-established production
models. The average mainframe user☂s expenditure on unit-record equipment has therefore
declined over the years to about $4,800 per annum,a remarkably stable figure in view of other
price trends. Minicomputers generally are not supplied with card equipment.

DATA ENTRY EQUIPMENT
Even before 1950, IBM and other companies were marketing keyboard-operated punched card
devices for use with electro-mechanical data processing equipment. These devices were
adopted without change to provide data input facilities for the early computers. The
keypunchesand their associated key-verifiers were clumsy, noisy, unreliable, and extremely
intolerant of operator error ♥ a card, once mispunched,could not be corrected. These devices
nevertheless continued for many years to be the standard means of data entry for most
computers, and they were supplemented in some commercial installations by punched paper
tape.
MohawkData Sciences then introduced a keyboard-to-tape device, the output of which was an
IBM-compatible magnetic tape. Although the device was much more expensive than a
keypunch, it offered vastly more flexibility and improved operator productivity. It was a com-
mercial success, and it spawned a number of competitors.

In the late 1960s, the appearance of the cheap minicomputer made possible a multi-keyboard
system, which accepted data throughvisual display units and stored it on a formatted disc. The
first of these to achieve commercial success was the Computer Machinery Corporation☂s
CMC-9, and, like the key-to-tape device, the new product☂s success generated much
competition.

IBM replied rather feebly in 1970 with a buffered keypunch, but then struck backfirmly in 1974
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Figure 25 Unit-record equipment in mainframe systemsin the US
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The curves show the declining use of unit-record equipment in mainframe computerinstallations over twenty years. The number of such devices per system has declined from amaximum of 0.87 in 1967 to a stable value of 0.80 by 1975 and beyond. Meanwhile, the unitprice has declined considerably, reflecting the manufacturers☂ concentration on well-establishedbut older models. Consequently, user expenditure on unit-record equipment has declined aswell. This is one of the few categories of computer hardware in which an absolute decline inexpenditure has been observed.

(Source: IDC)
 

with the floppy disc (or diskette) key-entry unit, which had a major impact on the market. Bytoday☂s standards, however,it is slow and inflexible by comparison with the better mini-basedsystems, which can perform a gooddealof error checking andcrossverification on input data.
Figure 26 showsthedistribution of various types of keyboard in the US over twelve years. Theaverage numberof keyboards per mainframe computer has remained remarkably constant atbetween 6 and 7.



 Figure 26 Keyboard typesin use in the US
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The figures show the changessince 1966 in the mix of keyboard types used in computerinstal-
lations in the US. Each of the curves showsthe percentage of the total keyboard population
represented by one of the four categories. Keypunches, originally accounting for virtually all
data entry keyboards, dropped to 52% by 1978,still a surprisingly high proportion considering
the sophistication of more modern equipment. The key-to-diskette keyboards have shownthe
most rapid market penetration, capturing 24% of the total market in just five years since their
commercial introduction by IBM.

(Source: IDC)
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In summary, by comparison with electronics generally, this vital aspect of data processing hasadvancedat a very slow and uneven paceoverthe years. The result is that data entry costs haverisen as computational costs have fallen. This trend is shownin figure 27, which displays theaverage costs of keyboard data entry units and of optical and magnetic character-readingequipmentfor mainframe computerusers in the US. (The cost figures excludeall labour costs.)
 

Figure 27 Cost of data entry equipment
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The figure showsthe increasing expenditure on data entry equipment in mainframe computerinstallations in the US. Keyboard data entry systemsstill predominate, although someshifttowardsoptical and magnetic ink character recognition systems has taken place. The costofallthis hardware has remaineda fairly small fraction of total hardwarecosts, never exceeding 10%by value and declining to around 7% by 1978. This small fraction belies the importance ofeffective data entry equipment to most computerinstallations.
(Source: IDC)
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TERMINALS
The use of on-line terminals with mainframe computers started in the early 1960s, and grew
rapidly with the developmentof timesharing systems and special applications such as banking

 

Figure 28 On-line terminal usage andprices
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Two of these curves show the penetration of on-line terminals in the mainframe and
minicomputer markets in the US since 1972. Despite the high average numberofterminals per
computer system having them (between 21 and 30), their percentage penetration wasstill not
greater than a third of the total number of systems. Averageprices of terminals have declined
somewhat overthis period, reflecting cheaper electronic components and higher production.

(Source: Phister)
 



and reservation systems. But the main impact of terminals wasnotfelt until the widespread use
of minicomputers introduced them practically everywhere in the computer world. Frequently,
mainframe computers were left without terminals because of the difficulties their operating
software encountered in handling on-line devicesefficiently.
Like minicomputers,terminals are in the midst of a boom which has not yet showedsigns of
slowing down. The population of terminals in the US is roughly equally divided betweenprinting terminals and visual display units, with a minority of special-purpose but higher-value
terminals, such as those used in banking, point-of-sale, and share quotations. Figure 28 showsthe percentage of US computer systems, both mainframe and mini, that have terminals, and theaverage numberof terminals (of all kinds) per system. The average price per terminal, alsoshown, had declined to about $1,500 by 1978, and this reflects the use of ever-cheaperelectronics in these devices.
The total population of terminals in the US grew from 305,000 in 1972 to 1,785,000 in 1978, agrowth rate of 34% per annum. This growth reflects not only the popularity and utility ofterminals, but the capability of computer systems to make economical use of them inapplications.



CHAPTER 5

SALARIES AND GENERAL OVERHEADS

The greatest number of complaints voiced by data processing management in the UK centres
around staff ♥ the difficulty of attracting them and the expense of keeping them. Similar
attitudes exist in North America andin continental Europe. It has becomeanarticle of faith that
☜people costs☂☂ dominate data processing departments today, and will dominate them in the
foreseeable future. General overheads are also thought to be growing uncomfortably fast.

Bearing in mind the apparent importance ofthis topic,it is most surprising that no authoritative
research seemsto have been published on staff costs in data processing. Even comprehensive
and up-to-date salary surveys are difficult to find.

Wetherefore deal with this topic in two parts:

1. The salary levels of UK and US computerstaff, combined with US users☂ expenditure on DP
salaries and wages(a risky combination caused bylack of data).

2. General overhead costsin US installations.

UK AND US SALARY LEVELS

The mediansalaries from 1972 to 1979 of UK data processing staff in six different categories
appearin figure 29. These values were compiled overthis period bya private consultancy, draw-
ing upon a large nationwide sample of installations. The right-hand column shows the

 
Figure 29 Mediansalaries of DP staff in the UK, 1972 to 1979

 Growth trend
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 per annum

 

£ £ £ & E £ iS o 1972 to 1979

DP Manager 4,950 5,200" 6,360 8,000 8,400 8,950 10,300 12,000* +#1315%
Systems analyst 2,500 2,700 3,300 4,150 4,550 4,950 5,550 6,600 +14.9%
Programmer 1,900 2,050 2,550 3,150 3,500 3,850 4,400 5,200 + 15.5%
Senior operator 2,150 2,260 2,800 3,650 3,950 4,250 4,950 5,950 +15.6%
Operator 1,700 1,850 2,250 2,900 3,260 3,600 4,150 4,950 + 16.5%
Data prep operator 900 1,000 1,300 1,750 2,100 2,300 2,450 2,800 +17.6%
Average UK non- 4 963 7,128 2,529 3,098 3,482 3,790 4,389 5,138 +15.6%
agricultural worker
 

* Estimated
(Sources: A private DP salary survey and the ILO LabourStatistics Yearbook)
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compoundannual growth rate of each salary category over the whole period. The bottomlineof data represents the averagesalary of all UK non-agricultural workers over the same period,
obtained from a completely different source (the International Labour Organisation).
This data yields some very interesting observations:
1. The growth in DP salaries closely brackets the growth in wages generally and,in fact, themid-pointofall DP salary increases is exactly equalto the increasein general wages. This coinci-dence would have aroused our suspicions, had the data not come from completely separatesources.
2. A good ready reckoner seemsto bethat the salary of the job category ☜senior operator☝is10% to 15% above the UK average wage(particularly since 1976), andit is growing at about thesamerate.
3. The lowest-paid staff showed the highest overall percentage increases. The best-paid stafffared worst, to the extent that programmers and above have not kept up with general wageincreases in the UK.
4. Another way of viewing these salary relativities is that, comparedwith staff in general, themost expensive DP staff have actually becomeslightly cheaper to employoverthis period.
5. The maximum salary differential ♥ the ratio of a DP manager's salary to a data prepOperator☂s ♥ has been compressed from 5.5 in 1972 to 4.3 in 1979.
One may conclude from this data that the much-lamented expense of paying individual DPstaff, at least in terms of their salaries relative to other workers,is illusory. The data suggeststhat they have barely kept pace with wageinflation at the lower levels, and in senior ranks theyhave actually fallen behind other workers.
However, this is only half the story, becauseit ignores the total costs of staff salaries at DPinstallations. It may be that average staff numbers have grownovertime, causing the total wagebill (rather than individual wages) to grow faster than average wages.

SALARY COSTS AND STAFFING LEVELS
Tobegin this analysis, figure 30 presents a history of the average DPsalary costs of mainframecomputerinstallations in the US broken down by four categories of DP workers. (Americanstend to view the DP manager'ssalary as an overhead.)
Whatis immediately arresting is that the total wages of keyboard operators have, throughoutthe twenty years, been the highest of the four categories. Although the share of keyboardOperators☂ wagesof the total hasfallen (from 36% to 28%) over the period, itis still the largestshare. Furthermore, one suspectsthat this amount would be higherstill but for the recent trendto employ non-DPstaff in user departmentsto perform data input. As a rule, the wages of theseworkers are not accountedfor in DP budgets. Hence the figures shownfor keyboard operatorsmaybeartificially low in terms of the true costs to the company.
It is interesting too that computer operators☂ total wagesare, by a substantial margin, thefastest growing of the four categories. This factis difficult to reconcile with what we alreadyknow about changesin hardware. It leaves three questions that cannot be answered from theevidence available:
1. Have computer operators☂ individual wages increased faster than other wages? (Britishresult: not much.)



2. Are computers (togetherwith their operating systems) moredifficult to operate in 1978 than
they were in the 1960s?
3. Does the average mainframeinstallation have more computers (or more equipmentrequiring
operatorintervention) than it did in the 1960s?

Lastly, we note another very good ready reckoner from the American data: the combinedtotal
salaries of systems analysts and programmersare very nearly half the total of all DP wages. This
relationship seemsto hold true over the entire twenty years shown in figure 30.

 
Figure 30 Annualstaff salary costs in mainframeinstallations in the US ($k)

 

 

Vine Systems Programmers Computer Keyboard Teel
analysts operators operators

1959 15.4 16.5 8.8 2370 63.7
60 16:33 7s 9.5 24.2 67.3
61 17.4 18.0 10.2 25:3 WOE)
62 18.7 OR a 2O¥/) 76.2
63 18.3 18.6 10.5 26.4 13.8

1964 79 17.9 10.2 27.4 73.4
65 19.0 19.6 11.0 2007, 1223
66 21.5 2215 12.2 S280 88.2
67 26.8 O78 14.8 3726 106.5
68 30.1 SiG 16.5 BOLO 116.7

1969 36,9 38.4 20.3 43.6 13912
70 42.8 44.4 24.7 50:3 162.2
vil 43.7 46.6 2788 54.8 729)
V2: 43.4 46.7 20m) 60.2 179.4
7% 41.7 43.2 2950 62.7 176.6

1974 40.8 44.7 30/3 67.6 183.4
TS 46.1 51k. 34.9 LM 206.0
76 57.6 64.3 43.2 83.5 248.6
TT: 71.8 7B 52.4 91.2 293.5
78 86.2 93.4 62.6 96.2 338.4

2yeON ooh. 96%pa 109%p.a 7.8%pa  92%pa
1978)
10-year growthrate (1969 to 9.9% p.a. 10.4% p.a. 13.3% p.a. 9.2% p.a. 10.4% p.a.
1978)

(Source: IDC Surveys)
 

We next present some additional data on individual salaries compiled by Datamation magazine
in its annual surveys. This data is containedin figure 31. We show only the most recent years of
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this survey (1973 to 1978), and the figures give the average individual annual salaries of DP staffin the categories shown.
Two immediate observations arise from this data:
1. The salaries are lower than manyBritish estimates of the earnings of DPstaff in the US.
2. The annual rates of increase, ranging from 5.4% to 6.3% per annum,are low for what inmost countries was (and still is) a period of high wageinflation. In fact, the ☜☁official☂☂ increase innon-agricultural wages in the US over the same period was 6.9% per annum.
At the bottom offigure 31 this data is combined with the total wage expenses of figure 30 todetermine the average numberofstaff per installation and the growthrates of staff numbers bycategory of worker. This analysis showsa total growth in staff numbers of 4% per annum overthe period 1973 to 1977. (We haveleft 1978 out of this analysis because some of the salaryvalues seem strangely low.) Leaving data prep operators aside, for reasons discussed above,then the overall increase in DP staff numbers is about 5% per annum over the period.
 

Figure 31 Average DP staff salaries and numbers in the US
 

 

viene Systems Programmers Computer Keyboard
analysts operators Operators

Salaries (in $k p.a.)
1973 14.1 12.1 8.9 vA1974 15.3 126 9.4 Te1975 17.0 14.1 9.9 8.21976 17.8 14.7 10.5 8.31977 18.0 10 11.0 Big1978 18.4 13.8 10.7 8.9

Annual growth 9 9rate 1973 to 1977 6.3% p.a. 5.5% p.a. 5.4% p.a. 5.8% p.a.

Average numberof staff per mainframe
installation in the US

1972 33 4.1 3.5 9.01977 4.0 52 48 10.2
Rate of increase 4% p.a. 5% p.a. 6.5% p.a. 2.5% p.a.
 

(Sources: Datamation and Figure 30)
 

We emphasise that combining the data from separate surveys in this way gives rise to lowcredibility in the results. We doubt whetherthe basic data of either figure 30 orfigure 31 is par-ticularly reliable in the first place, and so a combination of the twois a flimsy measure indeed.Nevertheless,if the basic data is consistent year by year, then the calculated rates of increaseshould befairly consistent as well.



Finally, figure 32 shows the composition of staff of the average mainframe installation in the US
in 1977, both by the numberof staff of each kind and by the value oftheir total salaries. Our
interpretation of these costs is given in the chapteron total system costs beginning on page 62.

 Figure 32 Composition of DP staff by function, 1977

Programmers
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Programmers Systems
(27%)Systems analysts (24%)

Computer nalysts (17%)
operators
(20%)

Computer
operators (18%) X Keyboard

Keyboard
operators(31%)

operators (42%)

Composition by numberofstaff Composition by total wages

The two diagramsin the figure representthe composition of DP staff in the average mainframe
computerinstallation in the US in 1977. The diagram onthe left shows the percentage compo-
sition by numberof staff; that on the right, by wages per category.

(Sources: Datamation and IDC surveys)
 

GENERAL OVERHEADS
Accountingpractices differ somewhat between the various countries of Europe and the USin
the way they measure andallocate general overheadsin DP organisations.In order to make the
best use of the available data, we have adopted the American convention of expressing over-
heads as a percentageof direct salaries and wages. The assumption behind this practice is that
most overheadsincrease roughlyin proportion to staff costs ♥ an assumption whichit is easy
to dispute, but is probably a good rule of thumb for much of the time.

The overheads included in this category are the usual staff-related costs: pensions, fringe
benefits, office space (for staff, not for computers), secretaries, telephones,office equipment,
general supplies and ♥ notably ♥ DP management. All these costs and a few others are
included in the heading of ☁☁overheads☝☂, and we do not attempt either to break them down
further or to analyse the componentcosts separately.

Figure 33 showsthe historical overhead costs of the average mainframeinstallation in the US
both in money terms ($/year) and as a percentageoftotal staff salaries.

These results may surprise some managers. The average total overhead costs themselves rose



 Figure 33 Trends in general overhead costs

 Annual overhead costs ($kp.a.)
♥ ♥ ♥=♥ Overhead costs as percentageof total salaries (%)

350 

300 / 

200 

100 -♥       1959 1965 1971 1978

The curves show the trend in general overhead costs in mainframe computerinstallations in theUS. These have shown a compound annualincrease of nearly 10% p.a. over the twenty yearscovered by the figure, and an increase of 17.2% p.a. over the most recent period, 1974-1978.Overheads have also increased as a percentage ofdirect salaries, from 85% in 1959 to 94% in1978.
(Source: Phister)



from $54,000 per annum in 1959 to $319,000 per annum in 1978, which was equivalent to an
annual rate of growth of almost 10% per annum overthe entire period. In recent years, the
growth was muchhigher, and between 1974 and 1978, overhead costs grew by more than 17%
per annum.
Even more surprising is that overheads expressed as a percentage ofdirect salaries (as inflation-
proof a measure as could be hopedfor) also increased, from 85% in 1959 to 94% in 1978. This
meansthat, in addition to salaries, users spent almost as much again to support their staffs with
administration, accommodation, and fringe benefits.

It is not evident from these figures whether DP staff expect a higher level of amenities and
support at work than they once did, or whether office costs are somehowincreasing more
rapidly than the cost of the staff using them. What can be said from the evidenceis that:

1. General overheads now cost DPusers nearly as muchasall staff salaries together.

2. Overhead costsare increasing at a faster rate than are staff salaries, at least in the US.

3. Overheadsreceive little management attention by comparison with staff salary costs.
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CHAPTER6

SERVICES AND FACILITIES

This chapterpresents,in effect, an ☁☁all others☂☂ collection of DP costs that do notfit into anyofthe previous categories. This is not to say, however, that these are unimportant. The costsdiscussed are the following:
♥ Equipment maintenance
♥ Physical facilities
♥ Data processing supplies

♥ Purchasedsoftware and services
♥ Data communications services

From the abovelist, it is apparent that a particular mix of costs will never be the same for anytwo computer organisations. The average costs given should therefore be interpreted in thislight, and they must be related to a non-existent ☜average☝ DP organisation, rather than to aparticular user.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Until very recently, computer users regarded maintenance charges either as an additionalhardware cost or as an insurance policy against prolonged down-time. With the recentappearance of private maintenance companies, users have begun to regard maintenancecharges as an additional source of revenue for computer manufacturers.
Wehave converted maintenance chargesinto a form in which they are comparable with oneanotheracrossthe entire spectrum of hardware. Their cost is expressed as the monthly chargeper $100,000 purchase price of the equipment.
Figure 34 shows the trend in IBM☂s maintenance charges for each of five categories ofequipment,and a weighted averageforall units. Each oftheselinestells an interesting story. Asmight be expected, the highest maintenance charges are imposed on those devices that have ahigh mechanical content, particularly line printers and card equipment.
However, it is processors and memory ♥ the electronic devices ♥ that have incurred thesteepest percentage increases in maintenance charges since 1963, growing on average by 11%per annum. This increase should not be attributed entirely to inflation, because the measure wehave chosen is reasonably inflation-proof. The fact is that IBM☁s maintenance prices onprocessors have increased much faster than inflationary factors warrant. This trend isparticularly marked with the 370/1X5, 138, 148, 303X, and System/3 computers.
There are three possible explanations for this trend:
1. Processorreliability has deteriorated overthelastfifteen years.
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2. IBM's maintenance proceduresandfacilities are increasingly inefficient and costly.

3. IBM is increasing its profits on maintenance, perhaps so that it can appear to reduce hard-
ware prices.

 Figure 34 Trends in IBM maintenance charges
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The six lines show the trend of IBM's maintenance charges for several classes of computer
equipment. Values shown are the monthly maintenance charges(in $) per $100,000 purchase
price of the equipment, for new units only. The most startling increases have been those for
processors and memory, which are also presumably the most reliable and the easiest units to
repair. Unit-record (card) equipment has taken over from magnetic tapes andline printers as the
most expensive category overall.

(Source: Phister)
 

  



In the absence of detailed studies of this subject, and given the recent success of private
maintenance companies, weare inclined to believe the third view.
Wehave not separated maintenancecosts from the costs of hardware itself. Consequently, theequipment costs shownin the preceding chapters of this report include maintenance chargesas
well.

PHYSICALFACILITIES
One expensethatis frequently excluded from summaries of data processing expenditure is thecostof the physicalfacilities that must be provided to house and service the computer and theassociated equipment. Thesefacilities fall into three distinct categories:
1. Space

The computer room represents valuable office space which must be either purchased orleased.
2. Energy

This takes the form of electricity required to power the computer and removetheresultingheat from the area.
3. Capital costs

This category consists of the special improvements needed to make an office acceptable asa computer room. They may includefalse floors, special wiring, air conditioning, mainspowerstabilisers, local generators,etc.

Figure 35 showsthe total monthly costoffacilities in an average mainframeinstallation in theUS. The trend wasfairly steeply downwardsuntil 1965, which reflected the major reductionsinthe size and the power consumption of computers brought about by second-generation (tran-sistor) equipment. Since then, the trend was relatively stable until 1974, wheninstallation sizebeganto increase rapidly and facility costs followed.
The figure also displays the average floor space (in square feet) required by mainframecomputerinstallations up to 1974, and the electrical power consumedbytheinstallation (inmegawatt-hours) per month.
The componentsoftotal facilities cost in American installations are very roughly asfollows:

♥ Spacerental 50%
♥ Electrical power 25%
♥ Capital costs (depreciation) 25%

DATA PROCESSING SUPPLIES
The cost of data processing supplies is a surprisingly high proportion of Operating costs. Thecost of paper-based media (printer forms and card stock) is particularly high. Becausecomputers produce so muchprintout, there is a strong temptation for managersto considerallthe costtolie in producing the data, and to regard the Paperitself as being free. Thisis far fromtrue.



 Figure 35 Facility costs of mainframe computerinstallations in the US
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The curves show two components of facility costs, floor area and electrical power
consumption, and the total monthly expenditure on facilities in mainframe computer
installations in the US over twenty years. The interesting fact about all these variables is how
little they have changed over a long period oftime, considering the very great changes in the
physical composition of the average computer system. Facility costs, like many others, show an
unexpected sharp rise beginning about 1975.

(Source: IDC)
 
Figure 36 shows the average annualcost of supplies for each of the major peripheral devices:
the cost of continuous formsperprinter, of cards per output punch,of tape reels per magnetic
tape unit, and of disc packs per spindle (all spindles counted). It also showsthetotal annual cost
of supplies for the average mainframe computer installation in the US.

It is immediately apparentthat the cost of printer forms is comparable to the annual cost of a
printer itself. Furthermore, althoughthe costof tape reels and disc packs perunitis fairly low,
their total cost to the installation mustbe fairly high, because most mainframe computers have
multiple units of both types.
The total cost of DP supplies remainedfairly steady at a low level between 1966 and 1973 but,
like many other DP costs, it is now climbing rather steeply. In our experience, many users do
not make a serious effort to control these costs, and mostusers are unaware of how muchtheir
installations spend on paper forms. This extravagance in printing often has its roots in poor
system design.
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Figure 36 Cost of computer supplies by type of device
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The lines show the per-unit cost of consumable supplies for four kinds of devices, and the totalannual cost of all supplies for the average mainframe computerinstallation in the US overtwenty years. All values are expressed in $k. It is immediately apparent that the costs of paper(continuous forms and card stock) completely dominate all the other costs.
(Source: Phister)
 

PURCHASED SOFTWAREAND SERVICES
This category of costs comprises expenditure on externally-prepared software and externally-provided technical services. In the former categoryfall mainly applications packages, systemaids, and operating system software. In the latter, we include bureau services (both batch andon-line), contract staff, and consultancy.
Figure 37 showsthe rapidly growing trend in expenditure on software purchases, and a slowertrendin services. No information was available on the breakdown of software purchases, butfrom the pattern shownit would be safe to conclude that a good deal of this expenditure hasgone towards ☜unbundled☂☂ IBM operating software. These programswereformerly offered to



users without additional charge, but in the 1970s this practice ceased. There is also a growing
willingness amongst users to purchase proprietary system aids, such as sort programs,tele-
processing monitors, system utilities, and (in larger installations) database management
systems. All such purchasesare included in the data shown.

Users☂ purchases of external computer services received a big increase when commercial time-
sharing bureaux became widespread in the late 1960s. These services then offered a kind of
facility that most DP installations could not provide internally. They caught onrapidly with end
users, and they have enjoyed great popularity ever since. By 1978, on-line services accounted
for three-quarters of user expenditure onall external services, whereas batch services had
declined in moneytermsforfive years. It would appear that batch computer bureaux havelittle
left to offer most computer users who havetheir own installations. With the growth ofinter-
active processing on minicomputers, the same may soonbetrue of timesharing bureaux.

 
Figure 37 Purchases of software and services
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The twolines show the average annual expenditure of mainframe computer installations in the
US on externally-supplied software and technical services. While the latter has increased
steadily, expenditure on software has exploded since 1971 as more and more users have to pay
for ☜unbundled☝ operating system software.

(Source: IDC)
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
Since 1970, many computer users have found themselves with a completely new expense: thecost of data communications among computers and other devices located atdifferentsites.Unless the devices are physically close enough to one another to permit them to be cabledtogether, this communication requires the user to engage the services of an external organi-sation. In virtually all European countries, this organisation is normally the national PTT.
Most users of data communications services have to choose between making dial-up connec-tions over the public switched telephone network, and leasing one or moreprivatelines for theirexclusive use. Their decisions will depend to a large extent on the relative costs of theseoptions.
Thecostof using the public switched telephone networkin the UK since 1969 is shownin figure38. Althoughthe cost is shown on a log scale, the increasesstill appear to be large, and theyarelarge: the average cost of a local call lasting one minute after 1 pm grew bya factor of 17.
PTT pricing is arrived at through a numberof factors (economic, political and social) and sothereislittle consistency in either the timing or the size of the price increases.
This erratic policy makesit difficult for the would-be user to work out an optimum long-termstrategy for his needs.In figure 38, for example, each of the six charge categories increased at adifferent rate over the eleven years shown. Theserates ranged from 11.6% per annum for peak-time calls up to 56km,to almost 30% per annum foroff-peak local calls. The underlying pattern♥ if there is one ♥ is not obvious.
Thealternative of leasing a private circuit has been costed over the same period in figure 39. Thegraph showsthe annualcost(£) of a leased line within the bands of distance indicated. (Thesehave been selected as representative bands; the full tariff is much longer.) It can be seenimmediately that the rates of increase have been very much smaller than those of public tele-phonenetwork charges, ranging from 6.8% per annum for the 12.8 to 16km band, to only 1%per annumfor the 240 to 320km band. Furthermore,a distinct pattern can be discerned from the1980 charges: the maximum distance in each bandis very nearly proportional to the square ofthe annualcircuit rental, a sort of Grosch☂s Law applied to telecommunications charges.
At least in terms of price increases over the past decade,private circuits seem to be a moreattractive prospect than public switched telephone networkcalls. What remainsforeachuseristo determine the breakevenpoint at which it becomes cheaperto pay the large fixed annualcostfor a leased line, than to pay additional incremental chargesfor dial-up time. Each breakevenpoint will depend on the characteristics of the user☂s mix of data volumes, times of transmis-sion, and distances.
Wehave notbeenable to find anyreliable data for the average British user☂s expenditure ondata communications. The American figures show a trend rising from $1,940 per annum in 1966to a high of $8,240 per annum in 1972. Average expenditure then gradually declined to $6,500per annum by 1978. This decline probably reflects users☂ changing to in-house interactivecomputingin place of bureau timesharing. It may also reflect the decline in data transmissioncosts in the US, because sometariffs have actually been reduced overthis period. Some newer,competitive services have been lowerpriced than those of the Bell System.
Finally, we show in figure 40 the total UK user costs of transmitting data by the cheapestmeans. The horizontal scale represents bits transmitted per month, while the vertical scaleshowsthetotal cost(i.e. line costs plus modem costs)in £. The calculations assumethatdataistransmitted on weekdays only, between 0900 and 1700, and that half the data is sent between0900 and 1300. Each of the discontinuities in the curves represents a changeto the next-fastestmodem, up to a maximum of 4800 bps.



 Figure 38 Cost of dialled calls on the telephone networkin the UK
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The lines show the average cost (in new pence per minute) of using the British public telephone
network in the period 1969-80. The bolderlines show the costs of each of the three distance
bands during the peak charging hours of 0900-1300; the thinnerlines give these costs for the
lower-rate hours of 1300-1800. Although the costs are plotted on a logscale, it is still clear that
the increases in BPO charges have been large, uneven and unpredictable. The largest increase
has beenthat for off-peak local calls, which haverisen at a compoundrate of nearly 30% p.a.
over the entire period.
(Sources: Computer Users Yearbooks, 1969 through 1976, and BPO Dialling Codes booklets,
1977 through 1980)
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Figure 39 Annual rental charges for private telephonecircuits in the UK
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The four lines show, on a log scale, the changes in BPO chargesfor private telephone circuitrental in the UK, 1969-1980. Four representative distance bands are shown. Theprice increaseshave been extremely moderate compared with those of the public telephone network, as shownin figure 38. In particular, long-distance circuits (over 240km) have hardly increasedin price atallover this period.
(Sources: Computer Users Yearbooks, 1969 through 1979, and BPO Tariff T (1980)).
 



The conclusions we draw from figure 40 are:

1. Public switched telephone network chargesrise very rapidly with distance.

2. Private leased circuits are cheaper when more than 200M bits per month are to be
transmitted.
3. Total costs varylittle at data volumes greater than 800M bits per month.

By comparison with US charges, the BPO costs for leasedlines are reasonable, provided that
British distances are scaled up to American proportions. However, British public switched
telephone network charges are high, and there are as yet no competing services (such as
Tymnet) to offer alternative cheap facilities to low-volumeusers.

 
Figure 40 Data communications costs and volumes in the UK
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These three curves show the total monthly external costs (line plus termination costs) in the
UK, 1980, for transmitting the quantity of data shown on the horizontal scale. Both scales are
log. Three representative distance bands are shown: local, up to 56km, and over 56km. The
curves assume the cheapest transmission methods are used (i.e. dialled calls, then private
circuits with slow modems, then private circuits with fast modems). The changes to faster
modemsresult in the step-functions in the right-hand part of the figure. It is clear that total
costs increase slowly with greatly increased data volumes above about 200M bits/month.

(Source: BPOtariffs)
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CHAPTER 7

TOTAL SYSTEM COSTS

Having defined and described the main trends that have influenced DP costs, we now addressthis chapter to three questions:
1. Whatrelation do the components of DP costs have to each other andto total costs?
2. How are these components and total costs growing, both historically and currently?
3. What conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the evidence presentedin this report?

THE COMPONENTSOF TOTAL COST
Figure 41 presents in graphical form a detailed breakdown of the componentsoftotal systemcost. The components identified here are those that we have discussed in the foregoingchaptersof this report. They appear in descending order of their share of total costs in 1978,together with their share of total costs in 1964. The values shown are percentages.
The shapeof this chart is startling. Not only are direct salaries and general overheads high, butthey each accounted for well over one-third of total DP expenditure in 1978. Between them,they consumed 72% of total DP spending. Nearly three-quarters of the available DP budget hadeffectively been spent before any hardware or supplies had been accountedfor.
It is clear from this figure that, from a strict cost standpoint, processors (6% of the totalexpenditure), data entry equipment (1.8%), and data communications (0.9%) are notparticularly important items. Their importance is overwhelmed by that of spending on staff andoverheads.
Even in 1964, before the first 360-series computer was delivered, the composition of total costswasnotvery different from this. Salaries and overheadsthentotalled only 51%, but most of thedifference was accounted for by dearer memory and peripherals in 1964. The balance wasbroadly the same then asin 1978, merely less extremein the proportions.
From this data it can be inferred that, in 1978, salaries and wages, general overheads,andallother expenses each accounted for roughly one-third of the total spending in mainframecomputerinstallations in the US. A little more than one-third of the total was spent onsalariesand wagesand on general overheads respectively and a little less than one-third onall otherexpenses. From this it seems that commercial computing is surprisingly labour-intensive andheavy in overheads.

GROWTHOF DP COSTS
This analysis makes it clear that expenditure on hardware hasfallen from 37.8% of total DPCostsin 1964 to 20.4% in 1978. However,this decline in percentage shares does not necessarilyimply a decrease in actual money expenditure.



 

Figure 41 Components of total system costs in 1964 and 1978
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Each pair of bars showsthe percentage of total system costs comprised by the cost category
indicated, for the year 1978 (foreground bar) and also for 1964 (background bar). The most
evident changesare the shift from hardware costsinto salaries and overheads ♥ although other
figures show that most hardware costs have also increased in dollar terms.

(Source: IDC)

Figure 42 provides a quantitative picture of both the relative and the absolute growthrates of
DP components, and of total DP costs. Thefourcircles represent total DP expenditure for the
years 1964, 1969, 1974, and 1978.



 

Figure 42 Total system costs by group, 1964 to 1978
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The four circles showtherelative sizes of total system costs for mainframe installations in theUS in the selected years 1964, 1969, 1974 and 1978. Thecircles are drawn to scale, and theirareas show the respective total system costs. Each circle is divided into five sectors,representing the composite cost groups shown. Each cost group's percentage of total costs inthat year is shown alongside.
(Sources: IDC and Phister)
 



The most obvious conclusionsare that total DP costs have grownveryrapidly over the fourteen
years depicted, and that muchof this growth has occurred during the mostrecent interval, 1974
to 1978. The growing predominanceof salaries and overheadsis also very apparent from the
fact that, in each circle, both salaries and overheads progressively consumea larger percentage
of a larger total amount. Hardware, as already mentioned, consumes a diminishing proportion
of this growing total but,in fact, total expenditure on hardware has grown considerablyaswell.

Figure 43 points up the growth in cash spending on each of the cost components shownin
figure 42. The bottom line of the figure showsthat total system costs increased by 9.1%per
annum overthe fourteen years, a figure which is well in excess of US inflation over that period.
Salaries and general overheads increasedat higher rates than did total costs (11.5% and 12.2%
per annum respectively), and so their percentage shares of the total increased overthe period.
But it is interesting to note that, despite many advances in hardware technology and
manufacturing, users☂ cash spending on processors, memory, and peripherals continued to
increase by about 4.5% per annum overthis long period.

To complicate this picture even further, the growth rates of individual cost components have
not been identical over the twenty years covered by this study. A full analysis of their
movements would be mainly ofhistorical interest, but the way in which these relative growth
rates have changed overthe most recent period for which data is available needs to be carefully
considered.

 
Figure 43 Cash outlay on cost components in mainframeinstallations in the US
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Figure 44 presents the growth rates from 1974 to 1978 of each of the cost components covered
by this report. In theory, these growth rates should give an approximate idea of how rapidly
each category of cost is changing today.
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Figure 44 Recent growth of system cost components
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Thebarsin this figure show the average annual compound changein the value of each of thecost components identified in this report. The period covered is the recent five-year interval1974-78. One surprising result is that the largest percentage increase has been registered byprocessors, at 26.7% p.a. growth in expenditure by mainframe users in the US. The averageincrease in total DP costs overthis period was 13.6% p.a. The cost trends of some componentsshown here are quite different from their long-term trends and possibly are of more directrelevance to users.
(Source: IDC)
 

Whatthe figure showsis that the mostrapidly growing category of expenditureis processors,at 26.7% per annum,followed byfacilities at 20%, and so on down thelist to discs, whichactually showed a 9.2% per annum decline in user expenditure over the period. The contrastbetweenprocessorsand discs is an important one because, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3,progress has been steady and rapid in both technologies. The two patterns of expendituremight reasonably be expected to be roughly similar, but in fact theyfall at opposite extremes ofthe spectrum.
Total mainframeusers☂ costs between 1974 and 1978 grew at 13.6% per annum,which waswellin excess of the increase in the US price index over the same period.



THE CONCLUSIONS THAT WE DRAW
Most of the information presented in this report is quantitative and historical. It has provided a
fairly detailed picture of how computerusers, on average, have spent their money on various
componentsof cost. It has also identified the most important trends that have affected these
costs.
We now draw some important non-quantitative conclusions based on both an analysis of this
data and our ownobservations.
le Labour-intensive computing

During the period 1964 to 1978, the proportion of the average data processing budget
consumed bysalaries and direct overheads increased from 51% to 72%. This did not
happen merely because (as some might think) computer equipment has reducedin cost.
Although equipment has reducedin cost, users☂ total expenditure on mainframe equipment
has nevertheless continued to rise, and it is currently rising sharply.

The fact that data processing is a labour-intensive activity leads rapidly to two conclusions:

♥ A very high priority must be placed on the search for ways of making majorstaff
productivity gains in computerinstallations.

♥ Users must ensure that their working methods reflect the high cost of staff. This
requires that people who have been involved with computing since the time when the
efficient use of computers(at the expense of people) was the accepted norm, now need
to re-appraise their attitudes and assumptions.

Computer powerand hardware cost
There is vastly more computer powerin installations today than there wastenorfifteen
years ago. In spite ofits declining incremental cost, users spend more today for computing
than ever. We consider that there are two explanations forthis:

♥ Because the use of computing grew rapidly, withlittle time for consolidation, many
application portfolios are a hodge-podge of uncoordinated programs, redundantfiles,
and special operating instructions. This situation givesrise to inefficient computing, not
merely in terms of wasted machine cycles, but also in terms of the misuse of human
resources. Operating system software has also become vastly more complex, and it
requires muchlarger hardware configurations and more staff to support it. This loss of
efficiency (and possibly of effectiveness) may well be a price that had to be paid for
quickly harnessing a fast-emerging technology with few guidelines to go by. But it must
changeif total system costs are to be controlled.

♥ Most organisations, when embarking on computerisation, first selected applications
that appeared to be easy. Thus the ☜obvious☝ applications, such as payroll, accounting,
and sales order processing, were computerised long ago. What wasleft were systems
that were more complex and moredifficult, were sometimesonly partially understood
by systems staff, and perhaps were only marginally justifiable from a cost/benefit stand-
point. These are just the kinds of systems that most often result in late projects and
costly over-runs. Additional expenditure on computing, much of it unplanned,
frequently resulted.

3. Computer hardware costs
Every kind of hardware component has declined in unit cost per constant function. The
costs of memories, discs and processors have declined mostrapidly ofall. Yet most users☂
applicationsarestill biased towards an obsolete view of hardwarecosts. This view assumes
that the processoris the mostcostly resource, andit also assumes that memory needsto be
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shared out ☜efficiently☝. Consequently, users have found it necessary to add considerableadditional hardware in order to accommodate only a modest number of additionalapplications.
This fact partially explains the runaway success of the minicomputer. Whenstrippedofallthe associated complexities and operating system constraints, an applications program (par-ticularly an interactive one) can frequently be made to run comfortably on a small stand-alone computer. Thecosts of the extra hardware may be only marginally morethanthe truecost of developing the same application on a mainframe computer, with its traditionally longimplementation time and complex interactions with otherjobs.
On mainframe computers, hardware costs seem to increase faster than the rate at whichadditional applications can be added to the existing workload.
People costs
Contrary to a widespread belief, it appears that there has been no recent explosion in thesalaries of DP staff. Salaries are indeed a growing componentof total costs, but onlybecausesalaries have increased steadily with general wageinflation, whilst hardware costshave changederratically over the years. Currently, hardware costsare increasing at a fasterrate than either salaries orinflation.
There seemsto be a strong tendency for DP organisations to grow in numbersof DP staff,andthis is where mostof the real growthin staff costs originates. Some ofthis growth hascertainly been due to the ever-wider range of applications that DP departments haveundertaken and also to the growing complexity of software. The rest is not so easilyaccountable for, and it may be attributable to inadequate training and standards.
Overhead costs
Expenditure on staff-related general overheads can only be described as lavish. It consumed35% of all DP expenditure in the US in 1978, and wasstill growingrapidly.
The mostdisturbing fact about overheadsis that they are growingas a percentageofdirectsalaries and wages. This implies that more and more support staff are required for eachmember of the DP staff. Although there is no obvious reason whythis should be so,mainframe usersclearly are finding thatit is.
Given the very low prices of some kinds of hardware (particularly terminals and microcom-puters) webelieve that more and moreuserswill find waysoftrading off overhead costs forexpenditure on new and novel items of hardwarefor their DP staffs. They maythenleaveitto the ingenuity of their staffs to find useful internal applications for this hardware, offset-ting the absence of the overhead item(s) they have sacrificed. Internal electronic mailsystems are an example of this tendency.
Manufacturers and the market
The sectors of the hardware market that have shownthefastest reductions in price arethose in which users could choosefreely from a variety of offerings. The manufacturers ofplug-compatible memories, discs, and processors have done the market an enormousservice by forcing the major manufacturers to competeonprice.
However, there is a strong movement todayin every sector of the marketto sell ☁completesystems☝ to end users. These systemstypically return a higherunit profit to their manufac-turers than would selling the individual componentsin a competitive market. Invariably,some of the components in such a system are overpriced compared with what the usercould buy on the open marketif he wishedto.
However,either for inner feelings of security or for some other reason, many users continue



to buy such packaged systems unquestioningly from their traditional suppliers. This means
that manyusers are not reaping the full benefit of the drop in hardware costs over the last
ten years. It also meansthat their system concepts tend to be confinedto the offerings of
just one or two suppliers. Most of these offerings seem to be designed primarily to sell
additional hardware.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

In describing the main trends in the costs of, and expenditure on, data processing, we havealsoresolved the apparent paradox mentioned in Chapter 1. Users are spending more on computingtoday than they were in 1960, despite majorfalls in the unit costs of virtually all hardware. Thereason is that today☂s computerinstallations are massive comparedwith those of twenty yearsago. (The reductionsin physical size of today☂s processors tend to maskthis fact.)
Mainframe computers are, on average, several hundred times more powerful than their counter-parts of 1960. Main memories are hundreds of times larger. Storage devices have hundreds oftimes the capacity. So, while users have spent vastly more on staff and overheads, theirincreased expenditure on hardware seems to have been well repaid in terms of the additionalcapacity it has bought.
However, the otherside of this equation cannotbe taken for granted. If today☂s computers arehundredsof times as powerful, are they also hundredsoftimes as useful to their owners?If theresults produced by computers are not much moreuseful today, then all the ☜progress☝ of thelast twentyyearsis at best irrelevant, and at worst is a distracting side-show, to the commericalusers of computers.
There is a ☜law☝ (attributed to M. Amaya) which states: ☜Through several generations ofcomputers, the average execution time of a given job is independent of the speed of thecomputer.☝ Like most such ☜☁laws☝☂, this one is intended partly to amusewithits cynicism, andpartly to express an empirical result experienced by users. In fact, it seems to be supported byacertain amountofstatistical evidence, although wehave found no serious attempts to explain itquantitatively.
A future Foundation report will examine the issue of value-for-money in expenditure oncomputing, and will seek to discover whether a commensurate benefit to the organisation hasaccompanied theincrease in spending.
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